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Abstract—Virtual hospitals empower traditional hospitals to
deliver more accessible, affordable, and comprehensive patient-
centered (PC) care services. However, traditional hospitals’ legacy
information systems are ill-equipped to support virtual hospitals’
needs. This is due to their deployed disease-centered access con-
trol (AC) models with multiple inconsistent policies, which pose
risks on information whenever shared across- hospitals’ bound-
aries. Therefore, this study bridges the gap in AC literature with
a novel model that can mitigate the risks in legacy information
systems to be incorporated into virtual hospital settings securely.
This paper proposes a granular VHealth-AC model that seam-
lessly grants healthcare practitioners at a hub hospital remote ac-
cess to such PC data at the right point of care. We deploy a gran-
ular 5-tier PC information classification scheme to enforce these
information security rules across-hospitals. In addition, we vali-
dated the feasibility of the proposed model design through a tech-
nical wrapper implementation on top of autonomous heteroge-
neous information systems. This design represents the neutral col-
laboration context security domain (i.e virtual hospital ecosystem)
where the virtual healthcare service points of care are held fol-
lowing a patient’s treatment plan. Our unique VHealth-AC model
for virtual hospital ecosystems will encourage the development
of secure virtual hospitals, in general, and the practice of virtual
healthcare services, in particular, for a secure personalized care.

Index Terms—Access Control, Information Classification
Scheme, Information Security, Patient-Centered Care, Virtual
Healthcare Services, Virtual Hospital.

I. INTRODUCTION

Virtual healthcare is a fundamental healthcare delivery
model significantly shaped by eHealth technologies [1]. It
refers to the actual provision of remote care to patients outside
of a health setting. This is achieved through different commu-
nication platforms, including, but not limited to, telephones,
videos, mobile applications, and text-based messaging. These
platforms utilize different technologies, such as cloud com-
puting, the Internet of Things (IoT) [2], artificial intelligence
(AI) [3], and blockchain [4]. Similar to other healthcare
delivery models, virtual healthcare maintains individualized
care at the heart of its services to deliver a holistic, integrated,
and patient- centered (PC) care model [1] [5] [6]. The PC
model places the patient at the heart of these healthcare
services and tailors care around the patient’s needs and current
state [1] [7] [8]. Moreover, it encourages healthcare prac-
titioners to adapt to these needs by collaborating as a PC
team [9] and using shared decision-making processes to deter-
mine optimal treatment plans for patients they collaboratively
care for [8]. Therefore, PC care aims to connect healthcare
providers, practitioners, and patients to enable a seamless
flow of medical information between healthcare settings to
virtually form a complete electronic patient record to enable
this PC model [1] [6]. Traditional disease-centered care focus978-1-6654-6297-6/22/$31.00 ©2022 IEEE
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primarily around the needs of healthcare practitioners treating
the disease [1] [8], making the key emphasis in this model on
record keeping [1].

Emerging digital technologies have disrupted healthcare
and introduced the notion of virtual hospitals as novel ways
to provide care to patients wherever and whenever needed.
Although the notion of virtual hospitals was first introduced
a few years ago with the establishment of the world’s first
healthcare facility fully dedicated to the provision of virtual
healthcare services [10], the term was only introduced a
few years later. A virtual hospital is a dedicated network of
secondary and/or tertiary care hospitals based on a “hub-and-
spoke” organization design [11], to provide remote specialized
care services in a “provider-to-provider” model. In a virtual
hospital setting, practitioners at a primary hospital (i.e., hub)
provide inpatient and outpatient virtual healthcare services
efficiently and effectively to patients at multiple secondary
hospitals (i.e., spokes) [11]. Therefore, the ultimate goal of
virtual hospitals is to empower traditional hospitals to deliver
a more accessible, affordable, and comprehensive PC care [10]
[12].

Since the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, the global
wave of interest in virtual healthcare practice helped realize
the potential of this model of care delivery to become the
new norm [12] [13]. As a result of limited medical resources
and increasing healthcare pressure, many countries from all
around the globe (examples include [14] [15] [16] [17] [18]),
rolled out virtual healthcare centers, programs, and solutions
to deliver virtual healthcare services to citizens that can assist
in decision-making and overcome health-related challenges.
Consequently, regulators and policymakers from all around
the world convened global experts to publish policy recom-
mendations that can ensure the safety and effectiveness of
virtual healthcare practice, while mitigating the potential risks
of this newly adopted model of care [19] [20]. Furthermore,
a survey [21] conducted by the World Health Organization
(WHO) in 2020 indicated that 63% of 105 countries represent-
ing five WHO regions chose to deploy telemedicine to replace
in-person consultations as the second leading approach to over-
come healthcare service disruptions. In addition, according to
some predictions [22], virtual healthcare services will be the
future of healthcare post-pandemic surges.

This study proposes a secure VHealth-AC model that in-
tegrates granular cross-hospital sharing of PC data. We vali-
dated the feasibility of the proposed model design through a
technical wrapper implementation in addition to autonomous
heterogeneous information systems. Such a design represents
the neutral collaboration context security domain (i.e., virtual
hospital ecosystem), where the virtual healthcare service points
of care are held following a patient’s treatment plan. This
should facilitate the adoption of virtual healthcare services in
general, and lay the foundation for the development of scalable
and secure virtual hospitals. The technical contributions of this
study are summarized as follows:

1) We propose a novel VHealth-AC model that mitigates
risks in legacy information systems to allow secure

Fig. 1. Telehealth usage stabilized after pandemic surge [22]

cross-hospital sharing with remote practitioners in a
virtual hospital setting.

2) We designed a granular 5-tier information classification
scheme that meets the information security needs of the
virtual hospital ecosystem design.

3) We created a neutral security domain in the VHealth-
AC that defines and enforces a neutral policy for sharing
information across spoke hospitals’ legacy systems. We
enforced local policies that reside locally within the
legacy information systems.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
introduces the challenges in incorporating traditional hospitals
into virtual hospital ecosystems. Section 3 discusses related
work on access control (AC) models and their approaches.
Section 4 introduces our proposed approach. Section 5 presents
the design and implementation of the VHealth-AC model, and
Section 6 concludes with a summary and future work.

II. CHALLENGES IN INCORPORATING TRADITIONAL
HOSPITALS INTO VIRTUAL HOSPITAL ECOSYSTEMS

Achieving information security in virtual healthcare services
is one of the most important yet challenging issues in modern
healthcare delivery models [23] [24]. On the one hand, sharing
patient data across heterogeneous legacy information systems
so that it is accessible to other care teams is fundamental for
the successful implementation of the PC care model [25] [26].
This ensures that good-quality data are collected and subse-
quently shared to support the planning, commissioning, and
transformation of services. On the other hand, WHO classifies
health data as sensitive personal data or personally identifiable
information [27]. This emphasizes the need to attain the right
balance between confidentiality, availability, and integrity of
personal health data using information security mechanisms
[8] [23] [27]. Therefore, shared care in multiple healthcare
provider settings places acute pressure on healthcare providers
to address emerging privacy and security concerns, making
trust management one of the most important challenges in
this area owing to the open and anonymous nature of digital
environments [26] [28]. Information security in the context of
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healthcare information systems means that only the right med-
ical information is available to the right care team member at
the right point in time [29]. This is because of the complicated
system of global legislation that healthcare providers must
comply with. Such legislation collectively aims to articulate
how personal patient information must be handled and to
provide clear rules on how processing of such information in
a cross-system shared care environment should be carried out
and controlled. Hence, healthcare providers who share patient
information with other team members across their hospitals’
information systems have no option but to carefully balance
between making the right medical information available to the
right user whenever needed and maintaining confidentiality.
One of the most widely used security mechanisms deployed
to control user actions in an information system to achieve
information security goals is AC [8] [30] [31]. However, many
hospitals’ legacy information systems were designed as au-
tonomous discrete information systems when disease-centered
care was dominant [32]. Therefore, AC models deployed in
such systems enforce an organization-driven information secu-
rity policy that protects only local information resources [1].
This creates a single local point of control, limited by the
system’s physical perimeter, to meet the local information-
sharing and security contexts of disease-centered care. Once
this information is shared across the hospital’s point-of-
control boundaries, it compromises its availability, integrity,
and confidentiality, as seen in Table 1 [33]. Furthermore, such
threats result in legacy systems that block the flow of medical
information [34]. This is because, first, legacy systems were
designed to follow the traditional disease-centered model [29];
hence, they cannot enforce their policies outside their physical
boundaries. Second, they lack a clear information security
policy to govern exchanged patient-centered information at
the collaboration level across healthcare provider systems.
Consequently, such legacy systems cannot comply with the
emerging information security needs of PC care to allow
information to flow beyond a specific information system [1].
This renders information security in virtual healthcare services
one of the most important yet challenging issues in modern
healthcare delivery models [23] [24]. Therefore, this would
require a new PC AC model that can address the information
security limitations in legacy information system AC models
and meet the information security needs of virtual hospitals.

III. RELATED WORK

An AC model rationalizes access decisions and enforces
them based on predefined access rules stored in the informa-
tion security policy [35]. This policy is based on a deployed
information classification scheme using three basic elements
responsible for the storage, decisions, and enforcement of
these rules in a controlled environment, creating a security
domain. This is achieved through policy storage point (PSP),
policy decision point (PDP), and policy enforcement point
(PEP), respectively. This ensures that an authenticated user ac-
cesses only what they are authorized to access and determines
whether authorization should be granted or rejected [36] [37].

TABLE I
INFORMATION SECURITY THREATS POSED BY HEALTH CARE LEGACY

SYSTEMS [33]

Threat category Threat description

Information Integrity -Human error.
-Inconsistent results in different systems.

Information Availability

-Disconnected systems at major sharing
points.
-Inconsistent information security policies.
-Inflexible balance of information security
in emergency cases.
-Inconsistent user-hostile information
system design.
-Untraceable shared information.
-Manual management of referrals between
health care providers.

Information confidentiality
-Improper disclosure of medical
information.
-Hospital-wide access control.

Fig. 2. Interaction between AC elements [44]

The three AC elements and their interactions are shown in
Fig. 2.

Consider a scenario in which a virtual hospital service for
outpatients is provided between a spoke and hub hospital
security domain,DS and DH , respectively. Each hospital has
its own local information security policies, PS and PH , respec-
tively, which protect local information and are enforced by a
single local point-of-control with a local AC model, ACS and
ACH , respectively, which are independent and inconsistent.
If DS shares patient medical information,IS , with DH , this
information must be protected when it leaves DS’s local point-
of-control to reside in DH . There are many proposals in
the literature regarding approaches for cross-hospital informa-
tion protection, ranging from unenforced, partially-enforced,
to fully-enforced protection approaches.These proposals are
classified into the following four groups:
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A. Unenforced Protection Approaches

Traditional AC models [38] fall into this group, such as
autonomous clinical portals. This group’s security models are
not designed to share information across the local AC model
elements, and because this group cannot enforce PS outside
DS , as a result, DS loses complete control over its information
when it leaves and DH will have to make all the access
decisions regarding this information comply with PH at the
expense of losing ownership over the information [38]. Con-
sequently, hospitals may find it too risky to share information
if it contains even a small range of sensitive content; thus, the
effectiveness of collaboration is hindered in this group.

B. Partially-Enforced Protection Approaches

This group also hinders collaboration, as DH controls the
information coming from DS using its policy PH . In this
group, a solution is used to help DS govern its sensitive
information by using its local rules when it is passed to DH . A
policy that reflects DS needs is passed to DH to be enforced.
Although the solutions in this group agree that originators
must govern their own information, they disagree on the best
approach to make this possible. Sticky policies [39] [40] are
examples of this group. This creates Ps, where PS represents
DS’s holistic information security policy, Ps ⊂ PS that is
only limited to the protection of IS in its new home in DH .
In addition, it recommends sticking this policy to the shared
information using cryptographic mechanisms to communicate
it securely to DH and obliging DH to enforce the policy using
ACH . However, all that DS can do to guarantee the enforce-
ment of its policy relies on DH being a trusted authority that
raises information security concerns. For DH to enforce the
stuck policy, it must interpret and express it at the lower levels
of its information security design to enforce it at the machine
level using its deployed ACH model. This means that there is
no guarantee that IS will be protected in the same way or at
the same level once it is located in DH because the AC model
deployed in DH may not be compatible with all the rules in
Ps stuck to IS or even capable of implementing them.

Yau and Chen [41] and Begum et al. [41] proposed pol-
icy integration and conflict reconciliation solutions that can
address two issues: multiple inconsistent policies and a lack
of a common policy for DH and DS . This is addressed by
enforcing one and only one sufficient neutral policy, PN in
both domains as a result of the integration of PS with PH [41].
This new policy aims to fully consider the local needs of both
domains [41] while meeting the needs of the new sharing
context created by the collaboration to govern any future
information [41]. Therefore, both domains have to accept the
resulting policy to govern all information resources used in the
collaboration [41], PN , which can be used locally in DS and
DH without conflict with either PS or PH . However, these
solutions are highly dependent on the interpretation of the
received policies at the machine level. This interpretation intro-
duces a threat to these collaborative environments by making
them vulnerable to inaccurate or different interpretations by
different organizations in the collaboration. This is because

hospitals are constrained when implementing and enforcing
these policies at the machine level, based on their existing
applications and technology.

C. Tightly-Enforced Protection Approaches

Moreover, further proposals address the misinterpretation of
policies in collaborative environments by sticking not only the
policy with the information but also the ACS elements. This
maintains the same level of protection as the original rules
regarding IS remotely. Even after it moves to DH as DS’s
policy-enforcement model, ACS is used, not DH ’s ACH .
Digital rights management (DRM) in [42] is a well-known AC
technology that can continue to be applied to information after
it has been copied, transferred, and stored on another organi-
zation’s information system and protects it using its original
rules of DS’s AC model even after dissemination [38] [42].
This is achieved by not only moving the policy along with
the information as suggested by Sticky Policies, but also all
the other AC elements, PDPS and PEPS . This ensures
PS is properly enforced remotely [38] [42] using all DS’s
AC elements to ensure a single obvious point-of-control with
a maintained connection between the AC elements that are
always stuck with the information and governing it. However,
this solution is limited to the machine that it resides on and
the number of users having access to it. Even if the user needs
to listen to music on another machine, such as a tablet, this
is limited to the number of times the watermarking technique
and individualization that DRM employs are used [43]. This is
because this technology does not allow policy update once the
information, along with the stuck policy-enforcement point,
leaves the physical perimeter [43] [44].

The Welsh Clinical Portal [45] solution addresses the static
policy used in DRM to help DS maintain its protection level
even after information is shared with DH , while allowing
this information to be remotely changed at any time. This is
achieved by choosing to use a unified AC model, with a neutral
PEPN that invokes a PDPN , and thisPDPN references the
local PSP for each domain. This unified AC can access and
enforce the PSPS in DH and enable the information owner,
DS , to access and modify this policy. The Welsh Clinical
Portal is an electronic front door to various local autonomous
clinical portals that creates a virtual electronic health record for
patients [45]. This solution allows the PSPS to move along
with the information such that the unified AC can enforce
it at any time and make it accessible locally for any later
modification. This would allow each domain to maintain its
local policy so that users at DH can only view IS based on
DS’s local rules, PS .

The usage control models in [38] [46] [47] attempt to
address the static policy issue raised by DRM technology to
provide a more flexible solution, but a different approach is
used than the one adopted by the Welsh Clinical Portal. It
modified the DRM solution by having two policy enforcement
points in each domain linked together. This technique uses the
concept of a “reference monitor” [38], an abstract concept that
controls the rights and usage of rights on digital objects [38].
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Usage control suggests having a reference monitor in DS (the
service provider in our scenario) named “server-side reference
monitor,” and another reference monitor in DB named “client-
side reference monitor” [38]. This provides more flexibility
by enabling both policy-enforcement points to make access
right decisions for any number of access requests against
the PA and enforce it equally in both domains to ensure
consistency. However, like DRM, this technology cannot be
used in collaborative environments of a heterogeneous nature,
as it requires software to be used remotely, and all systems
must be compatible with this software. Thus, although this
group addresses the misinterpretation of policy problems by
targeting the lower levels of DH ’s information security design,
this machine-level implementation only considers DS , and
hence does not consider DH ’s information security needs fully
in this collaborative context.

D. Fully-Enforced Protection Approaches

This last group addresses two issues presented by previous
groups: first, the lack of consideration of the information
security needs of both domains when meeting their new
information-sharing and security contexts for collaboration,
and not solely DS needs. Second, this group addresses the
misinterpretation issue resulting from the need to interpret
inconsistent policies at lower levels. It aims to combine the
strengths of each previous group to achieve a more holistic
approach. This is achieved by creating a collaborative driven
policy, PN , which is different from the organizations’ local
ones and is common to all organizations reflecting the needs
at upper levels. This policy is not organization-specific or a
compromised integration of all of these policies; rather, it is a
unified, neutral integration of all domains. Meanwhile, at the
machine level, a unified neutral AC model, ACN , is used to
enforce this high-level policy equally in both DS and DH .

SPIDER, a self-protecting information for de-parameterized
electronic relationships proposed by Burnap and Hilton [48]
and its extension for healthcare applications in [49], is an
example of such a holistic approach. For SPIDER to meet
the common information protection needs in the collaborative
information security context, it uses a unified information
classification scheme for collaboration based on the widely
used traffic light information classification scheme [43]. It
enforces the policy using a unified neutral AC model, ACN ,
which allows users in DS to label the information they want
to share with DH with the right class. Then, the ACN

places the appropriate information security controls to meet
the protection level of classified information only around
labelled content within the information resource, which then
creates the right information access rules for this labelled
information before sharing takes place and stores it in a
PSPN . Once the information is shared with DH , only the
appropriate ranges of the information are accessed by the
right user in the DH through the PDPN and PEPN . The
three AC elements are linked flexibly to ensure DS’s rules are
enforced remotely regardless of where the information travels
or resides. However, the traffic light classification scheme

contains four classes adopted from the early developments of
the lattice-based AC model [50], which address confidentiality
issues concerning military information. This means it meets
specific information-sharing and security contexts that may
not be suitable for all types of collaborative environments with
diverse needs as it is mostly concerned with the confidentiality
of information without considering f the levels of information
availability and integrity in the balance.

An Information Labelling Palette access control model by
AlSalamah [43] proposed a solution that can target a wider
range of collaborative environments by choosing a more com-
prehensive information classification scheme and developing
a unified AC model as a plug-in for o Microsoft Word
applications that can enforce this scheme at the machine level
for any Word application user. Information Labelling Palette
creates a set of reusable icon-based information classification
schemes based on Protective Commons [43]. The solution
uses nine “visual” icons to create a collaboration-driven policy
at the upper level and communicate it to all participating
organizations in secure officer- and human-readable formats.
This is so that users understand the information security that
d the icon providers for recipients to understand how to look
after other people’s information. Although, the classification
scheme addresses the three information security goals in a
collaboration, it is designed to meet the balance mainly in
business application domains which makes it inappropriate
for other domains. For example, medical information has a
longevity characteristic meaning it is highly sensitive and
confidential at all times [8] [32].

This final group provides a platform through either stand-
alone software or a plug-in hosted by a widely used appli-
cation. By using this platform, these solutions create a safe
environment for policy enforcement that is unlikely to be com-
patible with disease-centered legacy information systems. In
summary, this review of related works in the literature defines a
clear gap in which existing disease-centered AC models cannot
address the issues regarding traditional hospital legacy systems
being incorporated into virtual hospital ecosystems.

IV. PROPOSED APPROACH

We conducted a study on a selected virtual healthcare ser-
vice scenario for breast cancer, following a specific treatment
plan for outpatients. This was done to identify the requirements
for a secure virtual hospital ecosystem design in modern
healthcare that incorporates traditional hospital information
systems and mitigates the risks they pose. The proposed
approach was conducted using the following four interrelated
steps.

1) Risk Assessment: We conducted a comprehensive risk
assessment of the selected scenario to identify the risks
posed by legacy information systems on PC information
in a virtual healthcare service context.

2) Information Security Countermeasures: We identified
key information security countermeasures that need to
be implemented in our system to mitigate these risks.
The risk-assessment exercise findings and identified
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information security countermeasures were extensively
published in [35]. This study mainly focuses on the
design and implementation of information classification
and AC models.

3) Information Classification Scheme: Based on the
countermeasures, we designed an information classifi-
cation scheme that meets the information security re-
quirements for this scenario through a PC-driven policy.

4) VHealth-AC Model: Based on the risk assessment ex-
ercise and identified information security countermea-
sures, we created a novel AC model that enforces the vir-
tual hospital-driven policy from the classification scheme
in an independent information layer based on treatment
and lies on top of the interface of the currently used
legacy information systems to formalize and manage a
unique treatment journey.

V. VHEALTH-AC MODEL DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
IN A VIRTUAL HOSPITAL ECOSYSTEM

To validate the design and implementation of the VHealth-
AC, a virtual hospital context based on cancer treatment
needs to be defined as well, as it represents the collaboration
information sharing needs where the AC model meets the
information security requirements. This way, our proposal
should meet both the information sharing, as well as, the
information security contexts.

A. Design Components Overview

First, the proposed solution meets the collaborative
information-sharing context in virtual healthcare services
through a prototype system that constructs an independent
information layer. This layer resides on top of the interface
of the legacy information systems currently used in traditional
hospitals to formalize and manage the information flow be-
tween the various spoke hospitals providing care to follow the
mapped cancer treatment plan journey. In addition, this layer
is designed as a loosely coupled wrapper-based system with
legacy information systems to embrace local organization-
centered access controls without interruption and sustain the
balance of information security.

Second, the proposed solution meets the information secu-
rity context in the treatment pathway by controlling access
to information at each treatment point using the new AC
model. This model creates a virtual hospital-driven informa-
tion security policy based on the classification scheme at
the collaboration level that meets the overall care goal and
enforces this balance in a neutral security domain with a single
authority point-of-control that stretches across hospitals any-
where within the virtual hospital environment (i.e., cooperation
environment), while retaining the local medical information
security of shared information among the care team.

B. 5-Tier Information Classification Scheme

The proposed fine-grained VHealth-AC model is based on
a granular 5-tier information classification scheme, which
controls and grants access to the health practitioner at a

Fig. 3. 5-Tier Information Classification Scheme for VHealth-AC Model.

hub hospital seamlessly across hospitals at the point of
care. Defining this collaboration-driven context should require
access to information strictly on a “need-to-know” basis,
which complies with healthcare regulations and data protection
laws [51] [52]. Therefore, in order to provide the right set
of data to the right care team member at the right time
of treatment on a “need-to-know” basis, we propose a fine-
grained VHealth-AC model that achieves this goal. We defined
access rules for the VHealth-AC model based on the following
five key interrelated elements (as illustrated in Fig.3): patient,
PC care team assigned to this patient, PC care team’s member
role, treatment plan, and virtual healthcare point of care. These
elements define an information classification scheme suitable
for the VHealth-AC model, where

1) Each patient is looked after by at least one specialized
PC care team that includes all specialized healthcare
practitioners caring for that particular patient to treat
his/her disease or condition. This means that if a pa-
tient has comorbidities (i.e., suffering from more than
one condition or disease and following more than one
treatment path), then he/she may have more than one
PC care team.

2) Each authorized PC care team member (i.e., healthcare
practitioner) should access PC data only for the patients
he/she cares for and only if they play a role in their
treatment plan.

3) Ultimately, at a virtual healthcare service point of care,
the PC data should be accessible to each PC care team
member who needs to access it to play his/her role in
the current treatment plan for the provided service.

C. VHealth-AC Model in a Virtual Hospital Ecosystem

To bridge the gap in the AC literature, there is a need
for a fully-enforced AC model ACV that incorporates het-
erogeneous disease-centered legacy information systems. This
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Fig. 4. The proposed VHealth-AC Model in a Virtual Hospital Ecosystem
Design

AC model should enforce a neutral virtual hospital-driven
policy (i.e., collaboration-driven) PV that takes control over
the information IS wherever it resides within the collaborative
environment (i.e., virtual hospital ecosystem) security domain
DV , without interrupting traditional hospital-driven policies
(i.e., organization-driven) of disease-centered AC models in
legacy information systems governing such information with
local policies PS as long as it is used locally DS . This
guarantees that each legacy system’s AC model enforces the
neutral policy PV defined by VHealth-AC as long as the
information resides in DV . It enforces PS as long as it resides
in DS (see Fig. 4). This allows our model to attain the right
balance of IS information security in its targeted security
domains without interruption.

To implement the VHealth-AC model, in a unified ecosys-
tem design, a technical wrapper was designed on top of a
traditional hospital legacy information system to represent
the neutral collaboration context security domain (i.e., virtual
hospital ecosystem DV ), where the virtual healthcare service
points of care are held following a patient’s cancer treatment
plan. In this technical wrapper, the VHealth-AC creates the
PSPV , PDPV , and PEPV elements for this security domain
and enforces access decisions in PV for any PC care team
member requesting access to the PC information IS . These
data are obtained from spoke hospital information systems that
deploy the security domain DS locally. Using this wrapper,
the VHealth-AC model controls what should be viewed by the
PC care team member to balance the fine line between the
availability of patient information while preserving patients
privacy. Finally, the VHealth-AC model should provide a se-
cure, intelligent ecosystem that can transform traditional hospi-

tals with a disease-centered system, and limited cross-hospital
information-sharing into a secure and intelligent ecosystem.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

AC models of legacy information systems do not meet
the information security needs of virtual hospitals. Thus, the
proposed solution addresses the inadequacy of legacy hospital
information systems that hinder the flow of medical data for
PC care continuity. We developed a granular VHealth-AC
model that seamlessly grants healthcare practitioners at a hub
hospital remote access to PC data at the right point of care. It
deploys a granular 5-tier PC information classification scheme
to enforce information security rules across hospitals. Our
novel solution should empower patients, healthcare providers,
and practitioners to deliver accessible, affordable, and compre-
hensive PC care. Furthermore, we plan to improve this work
in the future by using fog computing and edge computing, not
in real time, to enhance factors such as limited bandwidth and
capacity.
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